1. __________ Karlovy Vary is situated in __________ Czech Republic.
   a) Nothing.........the
   b) The................the
   c) The................nothing

2. While crossing _________ Pacific, _________ Magellan lost 80 percent of his crew.
   a) the................nothing
   b) the................the
   c) nothing...........nothing

3. __________ less you spend, _____________ more you save.
   a) The............the
   b) Nothing...........the
   c) Nothing...........nothing

4. Which is ___________ driest area in __________ Sahara desert?
   a) nothing...........the
   b) the................the
   c) the..............nothing

5. She has obtained ___________ university degree in Tourism and Economics.
   a) nothing
   b) an
   c) a

6. Let’s go out and have _________ lunch.
   a) a
   b) the
   c) nothing

7. __________ lobby is downstairs, _____________?
   a) The............isn’t it
   b) Nothing.........are they
   c) The.............aren’t they

8. _____ Louvre was officially opened as _______ museum during the French Revolution.
   a) The.............a
   b) A...............nothing
   c) Nothing...........nothing
9. Just buy me ________ jewellery and _________ pair of shoes and I’ll be happy.
   a) some………….a
   b) an…………....nothing
   c) a…………………a

10. There is a man in _________ market who sells ___________ homemade bread.
    a) the ………………… a
    b) nothing ……… the
    c) the …………………nothing

11. He told us that Mr. Fisher was ____________ honest salesman.
    a) an
    b) nothing
    c) a

12. Many of _________ unemployed feel the need to go back to ___________ school.
    a) the……………nothing
    b) the……………an
    c) nothing………….the

13. Leonardo da Vinci was ____________ exceptionally gifted person, ____________?
    a) a……………….wasn’t he
    b) an……………….didn’t he
    c) an……………….wasn’t he

14. Have you ever been to _________ Costa Rica? The nature is _________ impressive.
    a) the……………so
    b) nothing………….so
    c) nothing………….such

15. I went to _________ Mediterranean for ____________ third time this summer.
    a) nothing………….a
    b) the…………………the
    c) the…………………nothing

16. I wish I ___________ earn _________ thousand at least.
    a) can………………a
    b) could………...a
    c) could…………….nothing
17. Judith ____________ tired so she’ll go to ___________ bed early.
   a) ‘s……………….nothing
   b) nothing…………the
   c) ‘s……………….a

18. Andrew goes to ____________ work, but he is paid on ________ hourly basis.
   a) nothing ………… a
   b) nothing……….an
   c) the………………nothing

19. When Pamela got married, she also got three__________________.
   a) brother –in-laws
   b) brothers-in-laws
   c) brothers-in-law

20. Michael admires ________________.
    a) women doctors
    b) women doctor
    c) woman doctors

21. Those were two ______________ who ____________ our money and documents.
    a) passers-by ……………have found
    b) passers-by………….found
    c) passer-bys………….found

22. This year the kids can take up ____________ which _______ held at the sports centre.
    a) gymnastic…………..are
    b) gymnastics………….is
    c) gymnastics………….are

23. The package includes _____________ tour of the Lake District.
    a) a seven-day
    b) a seven days
    c) seven day

24. The beach is ___________ walk from the resort __________the picture.
    a) a five-minutes……….in
    b) a five-minute………….in
    c) a five-minute…………..on
25. My corporate headquarters ____________ in _____________ Hamburg.
   a) is………….the
   b) are…………nothing
   c) are………….the

26. There ___________ nothing _________ buy in this duty-free shop.
   a) isn’t………….for
   b) is………….to
   c) isn’t………….to

27. I’ve got ___________ problem and I need your ______________.
   a) nothing……advices
   b) a………….advice
   c) a…………advice

28. I’d like _________ cup of tea, but is there ____________ honey left?
   a) a ……………any
   b) nothing…….some
   c) an…………..any

29. ____________news was greeted with approval.
   a) This
   b) These
   c) Those

30. ____________ you like ____________ more wine?
   a) Do…………any
   b) Would………..some
   c) Will…………few

31. I love ____________ purple tulips. Where ___________ them?
   a) those…………you bought
   b) this………….have you bought
   c) these…………did you buy

32. There is ____________ missing in my life. I wonder what ______________.
   a) nothing ............is it
   b) something...........it is
   c) something...........is it
33. Leila shows ___________ warmth and she ____________ friends easily.
   a) a lot of ............makes
   b) many.................makes
   c) many.................has made

34. ______________ modern furniture in the upper-deck cabins.
   a) There’s some
   b) There’re a lot of
   c) There’re some

35. I never take ______________ . I always travel light.
   a) many luggages
   b) much luggage
   c) a lot of luggages

36. I’d like to get ______________ about train times, please.
   a) some informations
   b) any informations
   c) some information

37. Milton also offered ______________ on what could be done now.
   a) some advices
   b) any advice
   c) some advice

38. My baggage ______________ still at the customs. I’d like to get ___________ back.
   a) is .................it
   b) are .................them
   c) is.................them

39. We need a professional with ______________ experience ____________ this field.
   a) nothing.........in
   b) an.................off
   c) an.................of

40. We’ve taken ______________ loads of photographs of the amazing _____________.
   a) a.................scenery
   b) nothing............scenery
   c) nothing ............sceneries
41. When Joyce ____________ to Liverpool, he’ll have to find ________ accommodation.
   a) ‘ll get………….some
   b) gets…………….some
   c) ll’ get………….any

42. Behind this hotel there is ______________ which __________ very dangerous.
   a) a crossroads………….is
   b) crossroads…………..are
   c) crossroad…………….is

43. The students have conducted ____________ in specific areas of immunology.
   a) a research
   b) any researches
   c) some research

44. At the conference, we used ______________. If only we ____________ it before.
   a) a high-quality equipment …………….had got
   b) some high-quality equipment…………had got
   c) a high-quality equipment ……………..got

45. Last year, at the farm, children ___________ a lot of horses, donkeys and ________.
   a) saw……………….sheeps
   b) have seen…………sheep
   c) saw……………….sheep

46. Mathematics _____________ a science that _____________ with space and numbers.
   a) are……………….deal
   b) is……………….deals
   c) is……………….is dealing

47. The Moon is ________________ , but the Sun is even ________________.
   a) farther…………farther
   b) far……………farther
   c) further…………far

48. The firm does ________________ business than it ________________.
   a) fewer …………… used to
   b) less………………used to
   c) little…………….didn’t use to
49. ____________ you can see, I am not ____________ my brother.
   a) As…………so tall as
   b) Like…………as tall as
   c) As…………that tall like

50. The resort welcomed ______________ guests __________ last season.
   a) fewer…………than
   b) little…………then
   c) less…………than

51. Has your brother visited ______________ countries __________ you have?
   a) as many...........like
   b) so much...........as
   c) so many...........as

52. The dish needs to be salty, so add ______________ salt.
   a) little
   b) a little
   c) few

53. The test was ____________ easy for the candidates.
   a) too much
   b) too far
   c) much too

54. There ____________ been __________ news about Ned lately.
   a) hasn’t ...........many
   b) haven’t...........much
   c) hasn’t...........much

55. Luckily, ______________ trekkers survived the avalanche.
   a) the more
   b) most of the
   c) more of

56. Did Colin buy a new car? Yes, he bought ____________.
   a) himself one
   b) him it
   c) himself it
57. We are sure that hardly ____________ will accept the terms.
   a) nobody
   b) no one
   c) anyone

58. Excuse me, ______________ are not your suitcases. They are ____________.
   a) these............our
   b) those............ourselves
   c) these............ours

59. I suppose these are not _________bags. – No, they belong to the man ________
    standing over there.
   a) your……………..whose
   b) yours…………..whose
   c) your……………...who’s

60. I told him he _____________ take ____________ book he preferred.
   a) was able…………..whatever
   b) can………………..whichever
   c) could……………..whichever

61. No, it’s not my coat. It must be ________________.
   a) somebody else’s
   b) somebody’s else
   c) somebody’s else’s

62. Lily is the ____________ girl _____________ I have ever met.
   a) luckiest..........which
   b) most lucky.......that
   c) luckiest..........nothing

63. The hotel, ____________ was a hundred years old, was very comfortable.
   a) that
   b) what
   c) which

64. Berlin, ____________ we celebrated Pete’s birthday, is so cold in the winter.
   a) where ..............pretty
   b) that.................rather
   c) that.................pretty
Grasmere is ________ little village ________ we spent our weekend break.
   a) a .............nothing
   b) an .............where
   c) a.............where

Martha’s Vineyard is an island, ____________ is on ____________ east coast.
   a) which..............the
   b) that..............an
   c) who...............nothing

Janet passed the exams, ____________ I found ____________.
   a) that.............surprising
   b) which ............surprising
   c) which ............surprised

Children went home ____________ bus, ____________ was a reasonable decision.
   a) by.................which
   b) on.................that
   c) with.............that

You need ____________ into practice ____________ you’ve learnt.
   a) to put..............what
   b) putting...........that
   c) put.................which

The theme park is a place ____________ you pay ____________ the entertainment program.
   a) where............for
   b) that.................of
   c) when..............nothing

I have everything ____________ I need, ____________?
   a) that...............haven’t I
   b) which..............needn’t I
   c) that...............don’t I

John still doesn’t know ____________ say to his parents.
   a) which he will
   b) what he is going to
   c) that he would
73. Simon put _____________ the shirt ____________ he packed in his suitcase.
   a) up...................that
   b) on...................whom
   c) on...................nothing

74. _____________ Harold tries, he always fails ____________ on time.
   a) However hard.................to arrive
   b) However hardly................in arriving
   c) However hard...................in arriving

75. The museum, _____________ I hadn’t visited, was described in ____________ guide book.
   a) which...................the
   b) that....................nothing
   c) who....................nothing

76. We kept on ____________ since we had ____________ miles to cross.
   a) to walk........................much too
   b) walking........................much too
   c) walking.........................too many

77. Chris was _____________ to go sightseeing.
   a) too much tired
   b) as tired as
   c) much too tired

78. We were very _____________ to learn that Andrea __________ married in Las Vegas.
   a) shocking.....................got
   b) shocked.....................’d got
   c) shocked.....................’ve got

79. My exam results were _____________?
   a) disappointing, weren’t they
   b) disappointed, were they
   c) disappointing, aren’t they

80. It can be very _____________ in Paris ____________ May.
   a) excited.....................on
   b) excited.....................in
   c) exciting.....................in
81. The evidence police found ________________.
   a) were quite upsetting
   b) was quite upset
   c) was quite upsetting

82. I was very ___________ that Robert was resigning.
   a) surprised to hear
   b) surprising to hear
   c) surprised hearing

83. Your idea sounds very _____________ I need more details.
   a) interested and
   b) interesting but
   c) interested but

84. The journey ____________ train was very ____________.
   a) on ……………………excited
   b) by ……………………exciting
   c) with …………………excited

85. I ____________ a film feeling ____________ when the phone rang.
   a) watched………………amusing
   b) was watching…………amused
   c) would watch…………amusing

86. Are you ____________ in having ____________ fun?
   a) interested………………a little
   b) interesting………………little
   c) interesting………………a little

87. This is the most ____________ landscape I ____________.
   a) amazed………………have ever seen
   b) amazed………………ever saw
   c) amazing………………have ever seen

88. There are tips and tricks on how to write ________________.
   a) more clearly
   b) clearer
   c) clear
89. I would expect a _____________ car always to travel ______________.
   a) faster .................fastly
   b) fast....................fast
   c) fast..................more fast

90. ________________ you book, _________________ it will be to find a room.
   a) The earlier..................the easiest
   b) The earliest.................the easier
   c) The earlier..................the easier

91. _____________ you come, _________________ people you’ll meet.
   a) The later..................the less
   b) The later..................the fewer
   c) Later.....................fewer

92. I must stress _____________ that we should spend _________ time surfing the net.
   a) more clear................least
   b) clearer....................less
   c) more clearly..............less

93. Unfortunately, we earned _____________ points ____________ we hoped.
   a) less ................. then
   b) fewer ..............than
   c) less .................than

94. The performance wasn’t _________________ we expected.
   a) so best as
   b) as good as
   c) as better as

95. That’s _____________ thing ______________ has ever said to me.
   a) most ridiculous...............anyone
   b) more ridiculous.................someone
   c) the most ridiculous...............anyone

96. Which country is __________ from _____________ Netherlands?
   a) the furthest................the
   b) most furthest...............the
   c) the furthest..............nothing

97. The conference lasted ________________ we expected.
   a) much longer then
   b) too much longer than
c) much longer than

98. ____________ goodbye is one of ______________ pleasant things in life.
   a) Say……………….the less
   b) Saying……………..the least
   c) To say…………….less

99. We’ve already driven 230 kilometres! It ______________!
   a) can’t be much further
   b) mustn’t be a lot further
   c) needn’t be many further

100. I wish the neighbours _____________ talk to us in a _____________ way.
     a) will ……………friendlier
     b) will ……………more friendly
     c) would…………friendlier

101. __________ way to get around Cambridge is ________ bicycle.
     d) An easy…………with
     e) The easiest………by
     f) The quickest………through

102. This summer, we’ll go ____________ to Spain ____________ to Greece.
     a) either…………….or
     b) neither………….either
     c) either……………..nor

103. __________ Jane________ I like loud music in restaurants.
     a) Neither………….either
     b) Either…………….or
     c) Neither……………nor

104. __________ she was nervous, Melissa _____________ her test.
     a) Even though………….passed
     b) Although…………….has passed
     c) Though………………had passed

105. Phil _____________ a travel agent when I first met him.
     a) was working as
     b) worked like
     c) had worked like

106. We’ll take some food __________ we ________ hungry.
     a) so as…………….will get
     b) because of ………get
     c) in case……………..get
107. This office looks _______ a mess! Tidy it up, ____________?
   a) like…………do you
   b) as…………..won’t you
   c) like…………..will you

108. __________she is sick, she goes to work every day.
   a) Despite
   b) Although
   c) However

109. Tommy is _______ pilot, just _____ his grandfather.
   a) a ……… like
   b) the ……… as
   c) a ………..as

110. _______ learning languages is concerned, I think it’s important _______ at the age of four.
    a) As far as …………. to start
    b) As regards ……….starting
    c) As far as …………..starting

111. _______my opinion, there are many benefits to ____ social networks.
    g) By ……….use
    h) In ………..using
    i) At ………..use

112. It was _____________ pleasant journey that we wanted to come back again.
    a) so
    b) such
    c) such a

113. The package was advertised ______ all-inclusive._________. we had to pay for meals.
    a) as …………….However
    b) like …………….Although
    c) like………………But

114. I’m not satisfied _____________ the tour __________tworeasons.
    a) at…………..because of
    b) with…………..for
    c) in……………..because

115. You are recommended ____ the job _______ you offer top-quality service.
    a) for…………..because
    b) to……………..because of
116. We'd like to know __________ or not you are pleased __________ our service.
   a) if……………in
   b) if……………at
   c) whether………with

117. Maria started writing an article for a magazine, but she hasn’t finished it __________. She __________ has two days to submit it.
   a) still…………yet
   b) yet…………already
   c) yet…………still

118. Anita is jealous ______ her friends because all of them are better ________ computers than she is.
   j) on…………. in
   k) of…………..at
   l) of…………..in

119. You can rely ______ me, but moving in is__________ the question.
   a) on…………..off
   b) on…………out of
   c) with…………off

120. We didn’t get _____ the airport _____ time. We missed the flight.
   a) at……………..in
   b) to ………………..on
   c) on…………….. on

121. We’re setting off _______ couple of hours.
   a) for
   b) for the
   c) in a

122. Stephen was ____________ Rio de Janeiro __________ three weeks in the summer.
   a) in…………..for
   b) at…………..in
   c) in…………..on

123. The temperature dropped __________ freezing several times _______ last week.
   a) below…………nothing
   b) under…………the
   c) below…………the

124. The examination will be held __________ 10 am _______ Friday.
   a) in…………..at
125. It took us _________ hour to get _________ the station.
   a) a.............at
   b) an..............to
   c) a..............to

126. Rooms should be vacated _________ midday _________.
   a) by.............at the latest
   b) until.............at last
   c) at.............in the last

127. Agnes _________ in Portugal____ the time you read this e-mail.
   a) ‘I’ll have arrived..........by
   b) ‘ve arrived.............at
   c) ‘d have arrived.............at

128. Have you made _________ holiday plans? I’m going to stay in Malta _________ a month.
   a) any.............for
   b) some.............on
   c) any.............in

129. Emma will be staying _________ her sister _________ travelling a lot.
   a) at.............that’s
   b) with.............who’s
   c) to.............whose

130. They _________ cancel the flight. It depends_______ the weather.
   a) might............on
   b) may.............about
   c) can.............at

131. The next train _________ platform 3 will be the 5.47 to London.
   a) to arrive at
   b) for arriving to
   c) as to arrive in

132. It was nice _________ Alfred to help the old lady with the bags.
   a) from
   b) of
   c) off

133. _________a doctor, I would ____________ X-ray in order to diagnose the illness.
   a) As ............... advice a
b) Like…………….advise a
c) As………………advise an

134. All right, I’ll meet you __________ 7 pm __________ May10th.
a) in.............in
b) at.............on
c) at.............in

135. My aunt usually __________ coffee for breakfast, but today she __________ tea.
a) drinks............. is having
b) drinks............. has
c) is drinking........... is having

136. We normally __________ tomato, but this year we __________ cabbage.
a) grow...................grow
b) are growing.........are growing
c) grow...................are growing

137. Can you see him? – I ____________, but I ______________ anything.
a) ‘m looking .................don’t see
b) ‘m looking .................am not seeing
c) ‘ve looked...............am not seeing

138. Is your new job ______? Yes, it’s fine. I ____ to Cyprus every month.
a) interesting..............travel
b) interested...............‘m travelling
c) interesting..............‘m travelling

139. We __________ what Rebecca did, but we’re not ________ to tell you.
a) knew.................allowing
b) know.................allowed
c) ‘m knowing............allowed

140. You _____ my mobile. I wish you __________ your own.
a) ‘re always borrowing..................would buy
b) always borrow................................will buy
c) always borrowed..........................would buy

141. It is a fact that the outside temperature ________ night.
a) is dropping during
b) drops at

c) ‘ll drop in

142. Sara won’t be able to come, she___________ next weekend.
a) has gone skiing
b) goes skiing
c) ‘s going skiing

143. That’s a nice jacket you __________ this event. It___________ very nice.
   a) are wearing............looks
   b) wear................... is looking
   c) are wearing...........is looking

144. My mum isn’t here at the moment. She ______lunch with a friend, I __________.
   a) has…………………. ’m thinking
   b) ‘s having……………think
   c) ‘s having……………’m thinking

145. Can you __________ us what this decision __________ on ?
   a) tell..................is depending
   b) say.................depends
   c) tell..............depends

146. Gill always____________ the soup to see __________ enough salt in it.
   a) ’s tasting.................... is there
   b) tastes……………………if there is
   c) ’s tasting....................whether is there

147.I normally__________ to work by car, but today I __________ the taxi.
   a) went....................take
   b) go.....................take
   c) go...................'m taking

148. Justin ___________ here all his life and he’s never _______ of going elsewhere.
   a) ‘s living ................taught
   b) ‘s lived................thought
   c) ‘d lived................thought

149. I ___________ the walls for the last ten hours and now I am ______________.
   a) ’ve been painting..........exhausted
   b) ’ve painted..............exhausting
   c) ’m painting.............exhausted

150. How ___ times___ to the States last year?
   a) much...................has she gone
   b) many...................did she go
   c) much .....................has she been

151. I______ out a lot recently, and it __________ rather expensive.
   a) have eaten...............get
b) have been eating………………‘s getting

152. What ____ recently? – I __________ to Athens three times on business.
   a) have you done……………….‘ve gone
   b) did you do…………………wented
   c) have you been doing……………‘ve been

153. We __________ a new contract, so we need to get _______ a plane to Rome and
    sign it as soon as possible.
   a) ‘ve just got………………….on
   b) just got…………………up
   c) ‘re just getting……………by

154. The whole country _____________, I ______________ recognise it any more.
   a) has changed………………..hardly
   b) changed…………………..can
   c) has been changing…………hard

155. This is the second time he ______________ with a flu ______________.
   a) ‘d come down………………these month
   b) ‘s been coming down…………last month
   c) ‘s come down………………this month

156. She seldom _____________ e-mails. She ____________ me an e-mail for ages.
   a) writes……………..haven’t sent
   b) is writing………….hadn’t sent
   c) writes……………hasn’t sent

157. Tony ______________ three accidents since he ____________ to this hotel.
   a) has had…………….had come
   b) had……………….has come
   c) has had…………….came

158. Erick ______________ his café for months and he ____________ it yet.
   a) is selling…………………didn’t sell
   b) had been selling………… hasn’t sold
   c) has been selling…………hasn’t sold

159. My daughter ____________ two exams since the semester ____________.
   a) took…………………..began
   b) has taken………………began
   c) were taking……………had begun

160. Macy ____________ for twenty minutes _________ the bus arrived.
   a) ‘d been waiting……………when
b) ‘d waited...................for

c) ‘ll wait......................until

161. I __________ my leg, so I __________ be able to go trekking.
  a) ’ve been breaking...............needn’t
  b) broke.......................... can’t
  c) ’ve broken.....................won’t

162. I tried_______ you yesterday afternoon, but you _______.
  a) ringing..............have already left
  b) to ring..............had already left
  c) ringing............were already leaving

163. When __________ the training course?
  a) have you started
  b) were you starting
  c) did you start

164. __________ the time we got there, the film__________.
  a) With.................started
  b) In.....................has started
  c) By......................had started

165. While I _______ on the beach, I _______ the gentle waves.
  a) was sitting..............could hear
  b) sat..........................was hearing
  c) used to sit...............can hear

166. I just________ my keys and I _______ get in the house.
  a) lost ......................needn’t
  b) ’ve lost......................can’t
  c) ’ve been losing...........mightn’t

167. By the time I __________ all the furniture __________ taken out of the flat.
  a) arrived..................had been
  b) arrived..................has been
  c) had arrived.............was being

168. I’m sorry I__________ on time. How long ________?
  a) didn’t arrive..................have you been waiting?
  b) didn’t arrive..................do you wait?
  c) hasn’t arrived...............were you waiting?

169. I _______ at work, so by the time I arrived, they ___ serving hot food.
  a) held up..................had stopped
  b) was held up.............had stopped
c) had held up...........were stopped

170.__________ the new neighbours yet? They moved _______ last week.
   a) Did you meet................nothing
   b) Had you met ............... at
   c) Have you met................in

171. They along the road, when a truck and the driver offered them a lift.
   a) had walked................was stopping
   b) were walking..............stopped
   c) walked......................had stopped

172. I _____________ to build a house, but the company __________ bankrupt.
   a) wanted....................gone
   b) was wanting...............went
   c) wanted......................went

173. We’ll ask him to come with us once he __________ lunch.
   a) has finished
   b) will finish
   c) finished

174. Somehow I ___________ that I ___________ that woman before.
   a) have felt..............had met
   b) felt......................had met
   c) had felt..............have met

175. When we got to the station we ___________ that the train ___________.
   a) realized ..................has already departed
   b) have realized.............had already departed
   c) realized....................had already departed

176. As we _____________ the express, we _____________ on a slow train.
   a) have missed.............travelled
   b) missed....................had travelled
   c) had missed..............travelled

177. Mat ___________ Vera to marry him for two years before they finally___________.
   a) has been asking..................had been engaged
   b) had been asking................were engaged
   c) was asking......................have been engaged

178. You can __________ this novel from me on Friday. I ____________ it by then.
   a) lend..................will have read
   b) borrow...............will have read
   c) lend..................will be reading
179. I __________ you as soon as I __________ the necessary information.
   a) will contact ................ get
   b) will contact ..............will get
   c) contact ......................have got

180. My wife __________ tomorrow. She __________ a plane ticket.
   a) is leaving ...................has already booked
   b) will have left ..............had already booked
   c) leaves ......................already booked

181. Don’t worry __________ your computer. I __________ it for you.
   a) about ...................‘ll fix
   b) for ......................‘m going to fix
   c) on ......................‘m fixing

182. I suggest you __________ me when you ____ the top of the hill.
   a) to call ...................‘ll reach
   b) call ......................reach
   c) ‘ll call ...................would reach

183. This time next week, I __________ on the beaches of Mallorca.
   a) will have lied
   b) ‘m going to lay
   c) ‘ll be lying

184. We __________ the report __________ Monday.
   a) are finishing ................ at
   b) will have finished ........ by
   c) are going to finish ........ in

185. In 100 __________ time, people __________ cars any more.
   a) years .........................won’t drive
   b) year .........................aren’t going to drive
   c) years .........................aren’t driving

186. You __________ trip over __________ step.
   a) ‘re going to ................ that
   b) ‘d .........................this
   c) could ......................these

187. We __________ twenty years on 7 September.
   a) have married in
   b) have been married since
   c) ‘ll have been married for
188. I _______ a business meeting at 4 p.m. so can we _______ to the dance later?
   a) ‘m attending..................go
   b) ‘Il attend..................be going
   c) ‘Il be attending..................have gone

189. Nina _______ tourism, so she _______ the university tomorrow to get a catalogue.
   a) ‘Il study..................visit
   b) ‘s studying..................‘d visit
   c) ‘s going to study..................‘s visiting

190. The conference _______ at 9 a.m, so we _______ set off early.
   a) starts..................‘ll have to
   b) ‘s starting..................must to
   c) is going to start ..................ought

191. The only direct flight _______ at 5 am, _____ means an early start.
   a) is going to leave..................that
   b) leaves..................which
   c) is leaving..................what

192. ‘______ to the airport by train?’ – ‘I haven’t thought about it yet. No, I ______ a taxi.’
   a) Are you going .................‘ll take
   b) Do you go..................take
   c) Will you go..................‘ve taken

193. Tom _______ drive so fast. He _______ skid off the road and have an accident.
   a) can’t..................should
   b) mustn’t..................may
   c) needn’t..................would

194. You _______ finish your report right away. You _______ it later.
   a) needn’t..................can do
   b) don’t need..................could do
   c) don’t have to..................should’ve done

195. The ground is dry. It ________________ this morning.
   a) couldn’t rain
   b) needn’t have rained
   c) can’t have rained

196. Eddy ________________ me the truth, but he didn’t. That’s why he feels ________.
   a) should’ve told............... awfully
   b) should tell............... awful
   c) should’ve told............... awful
197. Oncethe plane__________, we __________ feel a relief.
   a) lands………………will
   b) will land…………will
   c) is going to land…………would

198.You ______________ get up at seven if you don’t want to.
   a) don’t need
   b) needn’t
   c) didn’t have to

199. Look at that man. How __________ take my seat?
   a) dare he
   b) does he dare
   c) he dares

200._________ it rain, I will wear my waterproof boots.
   a) Should
   b) If it ought
   c) Would

201.You __________ him the letter yesterday, as we had already explained everything.
   a) needn’t have sent
   b) must send
   c) ought not to send

202._________ I carry your suitcase? It’s heavy for you!
   a) Should…………too
   b) Might……………enough
   c) Ought……………so

203._________ you explain what _______ by `facilities`?
   a) Can………………do you mean
   b) Would……………did you mean
   c) Could………………you mean

204.The parcel_______ by now.
   a) might have arrived
   b) `ll have to arrive
   c) can be arriving

205.Sam _____ work long hours, so we went to_________ movies.
   a) hadn’t to……………a
   b) needn’t………………nothing
   c) didn’t have to…………..the

206.You __________ serious. Surely, you didn’t mean what you said last night.
a) can’t have been  
 b) can’t be 
 c) oughtn’t be 

207. We ______ the distillery, but the locals said it ______________ a waste of time.  
 a) needed to visit...............will be  
 b) ought to visit................would be  
 c) should have visited........would be 

208.Every car ______________ for smuggled goods by the police.  
 a) is searching 
 b) has been searching 
 c) is being searched 

209.This torch ______________ every four years __________ the ‘Olympic flame’.  
 a) uses.....................for lighting  
 b) is used...................to light  
 c) was used.................lights 

210.Notre-Dame _____ by Bishop de Sully in 1163 and work _____ for nearly 200 years.  
 a) started..................continued  
 b) had started ..............was continued  
 c) was started ..............continued 

211.The mosque, which ___________ in the 14th century, __________ 40 metres high.  
 a) has built......................will be  
 b) was built......................is  
 c) has been built...............has been 

212.This temple, which _____ over 200 years ago, _____ magnificent.  
 a) has built......................will be  
 b) has been built...............was  
 c) was built......................is 

213.The cathedral ________ for regular church services as well as special occasions.  
 a) is still used  
 b) still has used  
 c) is still using 

214. When the Hotel Group ______ the building in 1985, it _______ into a luxury hotel.  
 a) was bought.........................has converted  
 b) is bought.........................has been converted  
 c) bought.........................was converted 

215. The restaurant _________ by Jamie Oliver in 2006, but the bar ______ in 2008.  
 a) was opened .................was installed
b) has opened..................installed
c) opened....................installed

216. Until 1932 guests __________ by small boats. Then finally, the bridge __________.
   a) brought in......................built
   b) were brought in...................was built
   c) have been brought in...............have built

217. Last year, the concert __________ on St. Patrick’s day __________.
   a) has been held..................as a request
   b) was held........................as requested
   c) holds ........................as requested

218. The hotel __________ with sports facilities, but it __________ a golf course.
   a) is equipped..................is containing
   b) equips........................doesn’t contain
   c) is equipped..................doesn’t contain

219. The weather ________________ humid here and the tourists with breathing
     problems shouldn’t consider __________ this place.
     a) is thought to be.................to visit
     b) thought to be................visiting
     c) is thought to be.................visiting

220. The management ________________ a lot of damage to the company.
     a) is believed doing
     b) is believed to have done
     c) has believed to do

221. When ______ the telephone_______?
    a) has ......................invented
    b) was ......................invented
    c) was ......................inventing

222. Lunch ________ be in a typical Greek tavern, but it was cancelled.
    a) should
    b) was supposed to
    c) has supposed to

223. What time ________ to arrive at the station?
    a) are we expected
    b) we will have expected
    c) we are expecting

224. All meals ________ to be included in the price.
    a) meant
225. Technology ______ to make our lives _____.
   a) means ..................... more easy  
   b) meant ..................... more easier  
   c) is meant ................. easier  

226. According to the itinerary, we _____ to visit the fortress yesterday.
   a) supposed  
   b) were supposed  
   c) are supposed  

227. Ulla _____ an attractive opportunity to work abroad, but she didn’t take it.  
   a) was offering  
   b) was offered  
   c) have offered  

228. The money _____ from Jordan’s room while he was having ________ dinner.  
   a) has been stolen ...................... a  
   b) was stolen ................................ nothing  
   c) stole ........................................ the  

229. ________ about the plane crash? The news ______________ an hour ago.  
   a) Have you heard ...................... was announced  
   b) Do you hear ......................... were announcing  
   c) Did you hear ......................... were announced  

230. This machine __________ to print __________ tickets.  
   a) is used .................. out  
   b) uses .................... up  
   c) is using ............... for  

231. I ‘m going to the mechanic’s to see _______________.  
   a) if my car has been fixed  
   b) if my car has fixed  
   c) was my car fixed  

232. I went to the dentist’s to _______________.  
   a) check my teeths  
   b) have my teeth checked  
   c) have checked my teeth  

233. She will _____________________________ by the photographer tomorrow.  
   a) have developed her pictures  
   b) have her pictures developed
c) develop her pictures

234. Are you going to fix the bike yourself? No, I ____________ by the mechanic.
   a) ‘ll have it fix
   b) ‘ll have it fixed
   c) ‘ll have fixed it

235. Did Stella make this wonderful dress? No, she ____________ .
   a) has made it
   b) had it made
   c) had made it

236. Den still lives with his parents. If he ____________ alone he ____________ happier.
   a) live......................will feel
   b) lived......................would feel
   c) had lived..................would feel

237. I ____________ it if I ____________ enough money.
   a) would buy..............had had
   b) would’ve bought ......had had
   c) would’ve bought.........have had

238. ____________ him at work, I would’ve given him the keys.
   a) If I saw
   b) Had I seen
   c) If I would see

239. If you ____________ to help me, I ____________ be grateful.
   a) would’ve been as kind............... would
   b) would be so kind as................. would
   c) could be as kind as ..................will

240. She doesn’t want to take the medicine. If she ____________ it now, she ____________ better.
   a) ‘d taken .....................would’ve felt
   b) took.........................would feel
   c) ‘d taken.....................‘d felt

241. I wish I ____________ university without finishing my degree, but I had to.
   a) hadn’t left
   b) didn’t leave
   c) won’t leave

242. The show was so funny. I wish you ____________ there.
   a) were
   b) had been
c) would be

243. I could have gone out last night if I ____________ so much work to do.
   a) didn’t have
   b) hadn’t
   c) hadn’t had

244. If only we ______________ the tickets yesterday!
   a) had booked
   b) booked
   c) would book

245. If I __________ her tomorrow, I ____________ her the money.
   a) ‘ll see……………………’d give
   b) ‘d see…………………..give
   c) see……………………’ll give

246. If I ___________ time tomorrow, I’ll take you sightseeing.
   a) have
   b) ‘ll have
   c) ‘m having

247. I really wish people ____________ stop _______ whales.
   a) would...............killing
   b) will..................to kill
   c) will..................killing

248. If you’d wanted to go out, you ______ me.
   a) should have said
   b) would have said
   c) should have told

249. I’d be grateful if we ____________ have a room with _____ sea view.
   a) should.............. an
   b) will................nothing
   c) could................a

250. It depends __________ my achievements ________ or not I’ll get a promotion.
   a) on............... whether
   b) of.................. if
   c) from.................whether

251. We’d have enjoyed the flight more if we _____ window seats.
   a) had
   b) ‘d had
   c) ‘ve had
252. If only I __________ to him yesterday, but I didn’t.
   a) spoke
   b) had spoken
   c) would have spoken

253. I wish my relatives __________ tomorrow.
   a) weren’t coming
   b) will not be coming
   c) are not coming

254. If only I __________ rich. All my problems would be gone.
   a) am
   b) were
   c) will be

255. I’d rather he __________ that bill.
   a) didn’t pay
   b) he doesn’t pay
   c) he has paid

256. She is acting as if she __________ know me.
   a) has not
   b) did not
   c) was not

257. I’d rather our tour guide ______ with us. I __________ feel better.
   a) were...........will
   b) were...........would
   c) is..............would

258. This museum is __________ worth __________.
   a) pretty........ to visit
   b) well...........visiting
   c) very........... to visit

259. Tourists _____ early in the morning, so the guide suggested ______ evening tours.
   a) were not used to getting up........... them to take
   b) were not used to get up..................they should take
   c) were not used to getting up............... taking

260. Let’s ______ off at 7a.m tomorrow morning. I __________ early.
   a) to set................... am used to get up
   b) set.................... used to get up
   c) set...................... am used to getting up
261. I __________ at weekends.
   a) am used to going out
   b) am used to go out
   c) used to going out

262. She was accused _______ the wallet. She said her friends made her_______.
   a) of stealing .................. do it
   b) for stealing ................ do it
   c) to steal ...................... to do it

263. I regret __________ the clients that the offices __________ for redecoration.
   a) to inform ...................... will be closed
   b) informing ..................... would close
   c) having informed ............. will close

264. Nelson admitted __________ the money __________ pay the taxes.
   a) taking ....................... in order to
   b) to take ....................... so as
   c) to take ....................... in order

265. Although I suggested ______ a holiday at the seaside, my friends refused_______.
   a) spending ................... leaving the city
   b) to spend ..................... leaving the city
   c) spending ................... to leave the city

266. The phone kept __________, while the travel agent was busy ______ an e-mail.
   a) ringing ...................... to write
   b) ringing ...................... writing
   c) to ring ...................... writing

267. We’re all looking forward ______ a long holiday.
   a) to have
   b) having
   c) to having

268. Claud suggested ______ the contract as ______ as possible.
   a) signing ..................... soon
   b) to sign ....................... sooner
   c) us to sign ................... soon

269. I hate_____ someone ___ garbage in the streets.
   a) to see ...................... throwing
   b) seeing ...................... to throwing
   c) seeing ...................... throwing
270. ________ plan is ______ first and then go out.
   a) A …………… eat
   b) The……………to eat
   c) Nothing…………eating

271. There’s no time _______. We_______ act now!
   a) for wasting……………have to
   b) to waste……………must
   c) waste……………should

272. Would you like ______ a break? You look ____________.
   a) taking……………exhausting
   b) to take……………exhausted
   c) to take……………exhausting

273. Let’s ________ it, ________?
   a) to get started……………won’t we
   b) get started……………shall we
   c) get started……………are we

274. It’s impossible ____ someone ________ their mind.
   a) making……………changing
   b) to make……………change
   c) to make……………to change

275. The college decided ________ let him ______ the exam.
   a) to not…………… to take
   b) not to…………… take
   c) not…………… taking

276. I prefer ________ Italian.
   a) speaking to writing
   b) to speak than to write
   c) speaking than writing

277. It was clear that all of them ________________ the results of the exam.
   a) were interesting in
   b) were interested in
   c) were interested for

278. Michael ________ away, our team decided ____________ the visit.
   a) been……………to postpone
   b) being……………postponing
   c) being……………to postpone
279. ___________of the accident, we immediately ___________ the police.
    a) To be informed..........................were phoning
    b) Having been informed..............phoned
    c) Had been informed..................phoned

280. ___________ the man’s wallet, the thief slipped through the crowd.
    a) Being taken
    b) Taken
    c) Having taken

281. The new collection _______________ at the National Gallery is very popular.
    a) having presented
    b) being presented
    c) to have presented

282. Our homework __________, we decided to have some snack.
    a) doing
    b) done
    c) having to do

283. ___________ by the friends, Jenny had to walk home _____________.
    a) Having left...........................alone
    b) Leaving.................................lonely
    c) Left........................................alone

284. The magician performed ________tricks and the audience was _____________.
    a) astonished ..............astounding
    b) astonished..............astounded
    c) astonishing..............astounded

285. ___________ the phone calls, he started ___________ the Internet.
    a) Being made..................surfing
    b) Having made...............surfing
    c) To have made...........to surf

286. Bill asked me ______________ help him with his science project.
    a) if I will
    b) could I
    c) if I would

287. Stuart begged Carla ____________ complain about the salary.
    a) that she doesn’t
    b) that she didn’t
    c) not to
288. Belinda promised she ___________ me but she didn’t.
   a) ’ll call
   b) ’d call
   c) called

289. They warned us it ___________ be dangerous to travel to Egypt.
   a) would
   b) will
   c) can

290. Your brochure ___________ that all rooms ___________ Wi-Fi.
   a) said......................are having
   b) said......................would have
   c) have said.............will have

291. In your letter you asked how ___________ on.
   a) I was getting
   b) was I getting
   c) did I get

292. The woman over there asked me what ___________.
   a) time was it
   b) the time was
   c) is the time

293. I wondered how late ___________.
   a) was it
   b) is it
   c) it was

294. They wanted to know ___________ hungry.
   a) whether we have been
   b) if we are
   c) if we were

295. Glen asked what ___________ Italian food.
   a) did Anne think about
   b) Anne thought of
   c) does Anne think about

296. John demanded to know what ___________ on.
   a) was his money spent
   b) his money had been spent
   c) would his money be spent
297. The travel agent told me he ___________ to his boss yet.
   a) hasn’t talked
   b) wasn’t talked
   c) hadn’t talked

298. He promised to help me if I ____________ well.
   a) behave
   b) behaved
   c) have behaved

299. We asked Michelle when ____________ Paris. She said it was 20 years ago.
   a) has she left
   b) did she leave
   c) she had left

300. Under no circumstances ____________ leave the room.
   a) you can
   b) can you
   c) you could

301. Seldom ___________ so many people out on the streets.
   a) he has seen
   b) he saw
   c) has he seen

302. Harry must fill up the application form again, and ____________.
   a) either you must
   b) so must you
   c) so you must

303. Never in my life _________________ better.
   a) I did feel
   b) have I felt
   c) I had felt

304. Hardly ______________ down when the telephone ____________.
   a) had we sat ……………….rang
   b) have we sat……………….rung
   c) we sat………………….rang

305. No matter how much _________________ her, she refuses to be friends.
   a) do I like her
   b) have I liked
   c) I like
306. I can’t speak German. - ___________________.
   a) Neither I can
   b) Me neither
   c) Neither can’t I

307. I can’t swim. - ___________________.
   a) Neither Sally can
   b) Nor Sally can
   c) Neither can Sally

308. Not a move ____________ , because he was petrified with the turbulence.
   a) he did make
   b) has he made
   c) did he make

309. Can you tell me how much ________________? – 200 dollars.
   a) does this package cost
   b) this package costs
   c) did this package cost

310. He didn’t want to tell us how long ____________ in Malta.
   a) had he stayed
   b) he has stayed
   c) he had stayed

311. Do you know what ________________?
   a) does ‘avant-garde’ mean
   b) ‘avant-garde’ means
   c) is ‘ avant-garde’ meaning

312. I don’t know where ____________.
   a) the post office is
   b) is the post office
   c) is post office

313. Could you tell me ____________ to the National Theatre?
   a) how do I get
   b) how I can get
   c) how can I get

314. You haven’t told me why ________________ to see me.
   a) have you come
   b) do you come
   c) you’ve come
315. I wonder ________ provide us with ________ on the catering services.
   a) if you could………………information
   b) could you………………informations
   c) do you………………information

316. Young people should focus ________.
   a) on what their parents suggest
   b) to what are their parents suggesting
   c) at what do their parents suggest

317. Could you tell me, please, where ________?
   a) is the hotel
   b) the hotel is
   c) is hotel

318. She wants to know ________.
   a) who’s book is this
   b) whose book was this
   c) whose book this is

319. I don’t know how long ________ to get there.
   a) does it take
   b) takes it
   c) it takes

320. Could you tell me when ____________?
   a) does the London plane land
   b) is the London plane taking off
   c) the London plane takes off